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Abstract: The point of the research was to discover answers to the topic of why some Indonesians choose to keep learning at the postgraduate level in the wake of finishing their master’s program. At the core of the research was the investigation of the intentions or reasons which Indonesian, qualified people that could take up the other business then to become doctoral understudies. Motivation for accomplishing something is ordinarily alluded to as a lot of inside and outside variables that impact the choices or practices. In this venture, we did an overview of the thought processes to turn into a doctoral understudy through the recollections of doctoral graduates. This research was a short research that aims to provide information and reference to the initial literature for further research. This research used a mix method research, an approach to inquiry that mixes or associates both qualitative and quantitative forms. Mixed methods designs provide researchers, across research disciplines, with a rigorous approach to answering research questions. Data were taken using questionaire. A subjective examination focused on the portrayal of 250 doctoral alumni who are presently functioning as teachers at Indonesian. Every one of them represented considerable authority in the field of instructive examinations and worked at a college for a limit of five years after the culmination of doctoral investigations. This exploration is a social examination which is remembered for non-trial research utilizing a logical worldview dependent on negative perspectives or quantitative ideal models.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, doctoral degrees are for sure being the diva for certain Indonesians. Something that is sexy, they stated, with a doctorate is getting sexier despite the fact that our appearances are typical so many are pursued. Who is effectively seeking after this title? For what reason do they do it? The most eager doctorate trackers are, obviously, individuals who work in the scholarly world and
exploration. For lecturer or teachers in tertiary foundations and analysts at research establishments, a doctorate is the most noteworthy proper objective in the degree of scholastic instruction they are probably going to take. For academicians, doctoral degrees are viewed as an outside quality as well as rather an interest appended to the showing calling itself. There are no ones who would not like to gain a doctorate in light of the fact that the accomplishment is important for the employment obligations as a speaker (Austin, E, 2002). Also, honestly or not, in a grounds or exploration organization there is as yet an unwritten culture of contrasts in treatment or perspectives dependent on scholastic status. The perception of becoming a doctor is straightforward, it is impossible, there are many obstacles that have got to be passed and there must be the most reason for deciding to continue with a doctorate as motivation throughout college so as to end college on time (Calpine et al:2012). A lot of students don't do much to make a right decision to show around or drop out because they lose motivation and forget their original purpose in college. This study describes to provide information on why most Indonesians plan to attend doctoral.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

Holders of doctoral degree get more rights or benefits in different structures, which can't be delighted in by the individuals who have S2 or S1 degrees. Obviously numerous individuals are propelled by the qualities of the doctoral program itself (Mitchell: 2007). One of the models for passing a doctorate is that the examination contributes fundamentally to the advancement of science. So as to make a critical commitment, doctoral examination must contain innovation. Creativity implies being at the bleeding edge of the points it investigates. Individuals frequently state that a specialist is the individual who knows/comprehends the most about his exploration theme. This sentiment of being "at the front end" is regularly an amazing interior Motivation for a doctoral understudy. For him, this condition is a catalyst to keep attempting to build up his field of information by doing research and distributing the outcomes, during his examinations, however even subsequent to completing his
investigations. There are likewise the individuals who are amped up for going to doctoral schools since they are keen on the cycle. Learning at the S3 level isn't care for learning at a lower level. There is an interest to be autonomous in doing investigate, notwithstanding aptitudes in investigating obscure zones and finding intriguing things that can be contributed. For somebody who has a researcher's spirit, this scholarly excursion is testing since it can give remunerates that are as per their spirit: internal fulfilment since they can discover new helpful things. A doctoral is increasingly considered a basic entry requirement for those seeking to develop an academic career within higher education. Similarly, it was stated that higher education is one way to improve a better standard of living (Austin: 2002).

The prominence of doctoral degrees is likewise expanding among non-scholastics. As of late, a lot of individuals who are known to work in non-scholastic fields are likewise keen on acquiring doctoral degrees (Auriol et al, 2013). Government authorities, BUMN chiefs, money managers, to lawmakers and ideological group overseers are additionally keen on engaging in this current. Nobody has logically investigated this wonder, however a basic examination of the reason is the idea of Indonesian culture who likes social images. Doctorate is an image of knowledge and education. Doctoral likewise somewhat mirrors a genuinely high monetary status, in light of the fact that the expense of instruction is very costly. So, doctorate is a brand that has high worth. With this title, the holder wants to get high social gratefulfulness from the climate. Like it or not, this is a reality that is creating. Working Motivation to finish doctoral study can be seen as a persuasive attitude to work action. (Ali et al, 2006, Allan et al 2001, Weidman, J. C.2010, Spaulding et al 2012, Pyhältö, K., & Keskinen, 2012, Pyhältö et al 2016., Gaff, J. G.2002b, Gardner, 2006) depicts the function of the purported persuasive profile as a generally perpetual inclination. As per this, it is significant that a youngster interconnects his/her own needs, attributes, and emotions with a climate that becomes a possible working environment. On the off chance that the colleges recognize this association
and its essentialness in the dynamic of a person, they can satisfactorily pick their systems to get them for doctoral investigations. Meanwhile, a different study was directed by Calpine et al, (2012) that completing a doctoral study requires strong motivation or it will lead to failure in the middle of the journey.

**METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH**

This exploration is social examination which is remembered for non-exploratory exploration utilizing a logical worldview dependent on negative perspectives models. This research is a short research that aims to produce information and relevance the initial literature for further research. This research uses a combination method research, an approach to inquiry that mixes or associates both qualitative and quantitative forms. Mixed methods designs provide researchers, across research disciplines, with a rigorous approach to answering research questions. Within the case of holistic analysis of complex systems, by using an online Google form that is given on to the respondent what is the most goal of study doctoral by giving short question what the most reason to attend doctoral study to respondence purpose via email and Google form which can create unlimited research space. This investigation depicts the reasons Indonesian go to doctoral examination. The area of this exploration is all zones Indonesia. The unit of investigation in this examination is a person. This exploration is an online survey with 250 examples of examination. The population utilized in this investigation were doctorals. This measurement model was carried out referring to previous studies but in combination studies (Lonka et al, 2014, Zeng, M., Webster, B. J., & Ginns, P., 2013).

This examination is additionally completed in dissecting general explanation and attempting to discover certain issues and knowing why the Indonesian go to doctoral investigation. Information examination in subjective exploration was splendidly portrayed by the Finnish creators Backman and Kyngas (1999) as follows: "Information investigation reviews the conversation between things of information, developing hypothesis and the composed notes of
scientist and for specialists. The question is completed by online survey so that the information is deconstructed, conceptualized, collected and analysed Nulty, D. D. (2008).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Following are the outcomes online that was led for a quarter of a year to the individuals who have gone on from a doctorate, why they chose to go a doctorate in Indonesia. Descriptive statistics of the result for reason of study doctoral are presented in Table 1

DIRECT PREDOMINANT REQUESTS

A request is a guidance from a better than a subordinate to do or not to accomplish something, one of which is to proceed with their doctoral, from the overview results found the fundamental explanation is 38% by 95 person said that the primary explanation is completing the sets of the prevalent. (Castelló :2020).

PAY INCREMENT

A pay raise is something that must be given to workers who have consistently performed very much dependent on their obligations and markers of representative accomplishment so as to amplify worker execution. An expansion in representative pay rates is additionally a method of transforming workers into organization resources so workers feel increased in value. In the realm of instruction, probably the quickest approach to build your compensation is to examine doctoral investigations. This is as indicated by the subsequent explanation, it is expressed that the craving to expand the compensation as the explanation is 20.4%. This goal is similar to previous doctoral research that the goal of continuing to the doctoral level is an increase in a better standard of living (Pilbeam et al 2013, Pyhältö et al, 2016, Pyhältö, K., & Keskinen, J. 2012, Smith, R. L., Maroney, K., Nelson, K. W., Abel, A. L., & Abel, H. S, 2006 Spaulding et al, 2012, Trigwell, K., & Dunbar-Goddet, H, 2005).

FAMILY REQUESTS

The high requests of the family on a relative can extraordinarily impact their conduct and furthermore the manner in which their individuals associate with others. At the end of the day, an individual's character can
likewise be all around framed. Particularly the ethical character, conduct, and choices, one of which is to keep examining a doctorate, is proven by the review aftereffects of 17.6% as the primary explanation. In Manathunga, C. (2005) said that the main motivation for completing a doctoral on time is family factor.

BECOME A SCIENTIST

A specialist is an individual who have skill in a specific field and becomes a reference for some gatherings for learning and critical thinking sources (Castelló et al (2013). Being a specialist in the field is the fourth motivation behind why 12% they keep on continue for a doctorate (Castello:2020). Becoming a true researcher with a higher level of improvement and requires a long learning process.

SEARCHING FOR ASSOCIATIONS AND COMPANIONS IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION

For some individuals who are generally engaged with the business world, they should comprehend the significance of building networks in a more extensive network. Indeed, even today, broad systems administration is one of the benchmarks for the achievement of a business or organization. This is the motivation behind why major doctoral courses, which are found as much as 10%. This is in accordance with the research of Weidman, J. C. (2010) the need for an environment that can exchange ideas and develop oneself as a researcher.

LOOKING FOR A NEW ATMOSPHERE

Weariness and feeling exhausted can arrive on anybody while at work. Feeling exhausted at work can be an impermanent inclination that in any event, for certain individuals it won't vanish until moving to a new position. Generally, weariness at work is a typical inclination that regularly emerges in the working environment which normally starts due to the absence of enthusiasm for the field of work so it will be hard to think is the last motivation behind why they proceeded with doctoral by 2%. In line with research conducted by EUA. (2005) that one of the main motivations of doctoral students is to find a new atmosphere that is bored.
with monotonous work in the previous work environment.

Table 1. The Result of Why Indonesians Go To Doctoral Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>MOTIVES OR REASON</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Direct predominant requests</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pay increment</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Family requests</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Becoming a scientist</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Searching for associations and companions in the field of information</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Looking for a new atmosphere</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

CONCLUSIONS

Researcher discoveries on the motivation and necessities can likewise be demonstrated by an intricate exploration, which a gathering of labourers acknowledged through surveys. This was an examination request which was entrusted with depicting the motivation of understudies of doctoral investigations with regards to inward and external doctoral examination programs. This exploration likewise recommends that the motivation for doctoral investigations is firmly connected with:

1. Direct Predominant Requests
2. Pay Increment
3. Family Requests
4. Become A Scientist
5. Looking For Associations And Companions In The Field Of Information
6. Searching For A New Atmosphere

It would unquestionably be fascinating to see the resulting utilization of doctoral understudies in science and exploration. The exploration, which is introduced in this investigation, doesn't offer factual information on the use of doctoral alumni practically speaking, yet shows the way how they got to the situation of a scholarly, what they encountered and what persuaded them to remain at the college. Hence it appears to be that the distinctions specifically fields are not critical for the Motivation of understudies and that architects, researchers, and educators can be similarly propelled. Graduate degree arrangement varies in various fields, however, it isn't basic for the choice of things to come understudy if to start to start doctoral investigations.
SUGGESTION

Self-motivation is very important. People are expected to motivate themselves. It is not uncommon for people to only rise from failure because of self-motivation. Even though there are many people around who give encouragement, the key to awakening is self-motivation. From the results of this study, it is suggested the next research to investigate deep internal and external influences that hinder completion of doctoral studies.
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